2022 Monkeypox outbreak: Why is it a public health emergency of international concern? What can we do to control it?
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Abstract
The World Health Organization (WHO) called the recent monkeypox (MPX) outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 23 July, 2022. The United States of America (US) alarmed the recent MPX outbreak as the US public health emergency on August 4, 2022. Since early May, 2022, more than 35000 MPX cases and 12 deaths had been reported to WHO from 92 countries and territories by August 17, 2022, and MPX cases continue rising rapidly with improved surveillance, access to diagnosis, and continuous virus spreading globally. Approximately 99% MPX cases are men, of which 95% cases are men who have sex with men. No evidence of MPX being sexually transmitted infections (STIs) is found; however, a high percentage (25%) of concurrent STIs and frequent anogenital symptoms suggest transmission through local inoculation during close intimate contact or sexual activity. Many approaches including a comprehensive international vaccination strategy and adequate supplies are mandatory to prevent MPX pandemic. Education, vaccination, MPX scrutiny and careful monitoring, and crossborder collaborations with international sectors are practical strategy to contain MPX outbreaks. People are educated to reduce the risk of exposure and to reduce the number of sexual partners especially new ones, to avoid contacting travelers from epidemic region or animals that may carry MPX virus, and avoid traveling to endemic areas.
INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) announced the recent global outbreak of monkeypox (MPX) a public health emergency on July 23, 2022[1-3]. Since May, 2022, more than 35000 MPX cases and 12 deaths had been reported to WHO, from 92 countries and territories by August 17,2022[4], where the MPX virus is not endemic. Previous cases of MPX found in non-endemic regions were usually related with travel to Central or West Africa, however, cases in recent outbreak appear to have no link with endemic areas that suggests community transmission[5]. It is timely to know the transmissibility and available preventive approaches to obtain the outbreak of MPX.

SEARCH METHODS

The references were systematically searched and reviewed on the Internet homepage of the National Library of Medicine, web of science without language limitations. The search covered all years available on the internet. The search terms were applied as follows: monkeypox, outbreak, Public Health Emergency of International Concern vaccination, Infectivity, Transmission, and Man who have sex with man. The citations in each article found during the main search were researched for potential relevance. Published articles were included and reviewed, the related results were extracted given they provided original data on monkeypox.

WHAT IS MONKEYPOX?

MPX is a rare zoonotic disease in humans, induced by the MPX virus that is alike to other orthopoxvirus, particularly smallpox and relates to the Poxviridae family, chordopoxvirinae subfamily, and orthopoxvirusgenus[11]. The MPX was named after the original detection of the virus in monkeys in a Danish laboratory in 1958 when monkeys transferred from Singapore to Denmark for study had a vesicular illness[1,5]. Both the West African virus and Central African viruses cause a comparable clinical
syndrome\textsuperscript{[1]}. A 9-month-old baby boy is the first MPX patient diagnosed in August 1970 in Zaire, nowadays the Democratic Republic of the Congo\textsuperscript{[3]}. 

**HOW DOES IT SPREAD?**

The natural hosts of MPX virus are rodents such as squirrels and giant pouched rats, which stand for the largest animal reservoirs for the virus\textsuperscript{[1]}. MPX usually spreads through intimate touch with infected skin or mucosal lesions, body fluids and blood, and polluted personal clothes\textsuperscript{[3,6-10]}. Outbreaks occur occasionally in sub-Saharan Africa after contacting with an infected wild animal. Outside of Africa, the largest known outbreak in the United States (US) happened in 2003, when 47 cases were infected by pet prairie dogs that had contaminated the virus from rodents imported from Ghana\textsuperscript{[1,9]}. In Belgium, many MPX cases were related to a gay festival in Antwerp. The virus can be detected in semen\textsuperscript{[10,11]}, most MPS cases have lesions exclusively perigenital, perianal, and around the mouth\textsuperscript{[10,12]}. 

Recent epidemiologic study showsthat the main mode of transmission is through skin-to-skin and sexual contact, rather than contact with polluted clothes. Currently, US and most of the European (EU) countries are epidemic countries\textsuperscript{[3,6-8]}. Reported cases in recent outbreaks have mainly but not exclusively been identified among men who have sex with men (MSM), particularly those with new or multiple partners, and bisexual men between the ages of 20–59 years, 99% cases are men, of which 95% cases are MSM\textsuperscript{[13,14]}. 

Whether monkeypox is STIs, infected from person to person through blood, semen or other bodily fluids during sex, is unclear yet. But several studies indicate that DNA from MPX virus is present in semen for weeks after infection. Infectious viruses were isolated from semen six days after their symptoms appeared. In United Kingdom (UK)\textsuperscript{[10]}, all 54 men being confirmed MPX infection were identifying as MSM, with a median age of 41 years, and 13 (24%) were living with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)\textsuperscript{[10]}. In Spain, 147 specimens were picked up from 12 patients and tested by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR). MPX DNA was identified in saliva, rectal
swab, nasopharyngeal swab, semen, urine and faeces\textsuperscript{[15]}. In Italy, four PMX cases of young adult men informing condomless sexual intercourse are healthynecessitating no specific antiviral therapy, MPX DNA were tested positive in seminal fluid\textsuperscript{[16]}. In Germany, first two human MPX patients\textsuperscript{[17]} demonstrate clinical and virological findings, revealing MPX DNA in blood and semen\textsuperscript{[17]}. The close contact during sexual activity may spread virus easier, it is most likely a accidental introduction of MPX which then spread among MSM\textsuperscript{[20]}. Now there is not enough evidence to call PMX a STI. The possibility of sexual transmission of MPX virus needs to be confirmed\textsuperscript{[16]}.

**HOW SERIOUS IS MONKEYPOX?**

MPX has an incubation time ranging from 5 to 21 d, most cases develop symptoms 6–13 d after the first contact\textsuperscript{[1,9]}. MPX is generally a self-limited febrile rash of limited severity, and most patients are mild, and recover within a few weeks, usually have fever, chills, headaches fatigue, muscle pain, and enlargement of lymph node followed by an eruption of pus-filled blisters. Within 5 d after fever, a variety of sizes of rashes build up from the face to the trunk and extremities. The rashes often come out on the palms and soles of the feet with size of 0.5-1 cm in diameter, resolving into crusts then falling off\textsuperscript{[1,9]}. The median time between symptom onset and diagnosis was 7 d (Figure 1)\textsuperscript{[13]}.

More serious cases can be found in children, elderly, pregnant women and immunocompromised patients\textsuperscript{[17]}, who may have many complications, such as respiratory disorders and encephalitis. Death usually occurs within the second week of the infection\textsuperscript{[17,18]}. The MPX genome has more than 200000 base pairs, is approximately seven times the size of severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)'s and more than 20 times longer than HIV's. As MPX virus is a DNA virus, MPX has far better genetic repair mechanisms than RNA viruses such as HIV and SARS-CoV-2, which hints at it evolves more slowly\textsuperscript{[6,10]}. Although smallpox viruses belong to the genus orthopoxvirus, but the infectivity and pathogenicity of MPX virus are weaker than smallpox virus. The fatality rate of smallpox can reach 30%, the fatality rate of MPX in Central Africa (the Congo
Basin strain) is about 10.6%, and that in West Africa is around 3.6%. The mortality rate of MPX cases reported worldwide in 2022 was about 0.03%, and the eight reported deaths were all in Africa. As of May 2022, the Democratic Republic of the Congo was the country with the highest number of cases and deaths with 1284 verified cases between 1 January and 8 May 2022, including 58 deaths.[19] (Table 1).

More than 35000 MPX cases and 12 deaths had been informed to WHO from 92 countries and territories by August 17, 2022.[3,6-9,14,20]

HOW THE DIAGNOSIS OF MPX IS MADE?
Symptoms do not have any specific characteristics, but help establish the suspicion of MPX. The enlarged lymph nodes are uncommon signal of smallpox, but occur in 90% of MPX distributed in the neck, the groin and submandibular areas[1,18]. They are considered a distinctive hallmark indicating MPX. Diagnosis is made initially with a pan-orthopoxPCR then by a specific MPX PCR test and genome sequencing[10]. IgM is more useful in diagnosing newly infectious cases, while IgG itself cannot provide a definitive diagnosis for a patient infected with orthopoxvirus[21]. As the symptoms are various and non-specific, many disorders can be included in a differential diagnosis of MPX, e.g. sexual transmitted infections(STIs), chickenpox, syphilis, warts, chickenpox, syphilis, water warts, red measles, drug reactions, staphylococcus skin infections, bacillus anthracis, and itch mites[6,9]. Community transmission happened several times globally without recognition may be misdiagnosis of MPX as STIs especially as it showed with atypical genital and peri-anal lesions, mild or asymptomatic cases, non-reporting of cases, and a dearth of active surveillance. Another reason is the population’s withdrawing protection from smallpox vaccines. Smallpox, being in the same family as MPX, was eradicated in the 1980s through mass vaccination. The lack of immunity in young people allows them easier to get MPX[9,10].

WHY DOES MONKEYPOX EPIDEMIC CONSTITUTE A “PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN”? 
A disease outbreak is endemic when it is consistently present but limited to a particular geographic area or region. WHO classified some African countries such as Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Nigeria, as MPX endemic. Previous MPX cases in non-endemic regions were usually related with travel to Central or West Africa. But, since early May 2022 an unique outbreak of MPX from non-endemic countries has been reported to WHO globally (Figure 2). US and most EU become endemic, global spread is clearly a concern, and requires collaborative international efforts. May 6, 2022 an outbreak of MPX was proved in the UK, coming from a British resident who had traveled to Nigeria, the endemic area, inducing the index case of the outbreak into the UK. As of May 22, 2022, 92 cases from 15 non-endemic countries have been confirmed worldwide. As of May 26, the number increased to 334 (Figure 3).

MPX is endemic to some African countries and usually came up outside this region only when related to travelers. The current outbreak, mostly in some Western countries, has no evidence of travel history to endemic area suggesting community transmission. The countries reporting the highest number of confirmed cases were the UK, Portugal, and Canada. Figure 4 shows the number of confirmed and suspected cases of MPX in non-endemic countries that had been reported to the WHO between May 13th and 26th, 2022.

On the afternoon of June 23, 3040 cases had been reported in 47 countries and regions, the WHO emergency committee held an expert meeting to evaluate the risk of MPX outbreaks in the world, only three members were for declaring a "public health emergency of international concern" (PHEIC) and 11 were opposed, therefore, the alarm of PHEIC was not sounding. As of August 10, 2022, 41 countries across Europe had reported confirmed MPX cases, 5162 cases in Spain, while 2982 cases in the UK (Figure 5).

On the afternoon of July 21, 75 countries and regions, mainly in non-endemic areas such as Europe and North America had reported more than 16000 cases including 5 deaths, the WHO emergency committee held another expert meeting to assess the MPX
epidemic, the panel did not formally vote, six members agreed with declaring a PHEIC, nine were against. Nevertheless, considering the outbreak is an extraordinary event and the MPX disease is a global public-health risk, and needs collaborative international efforts. The WHO director-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus stated MPX had constituted the PHEIC on 23 July, that places a risk to multiple countries, and requires a coordinated international response[^12].

The worldwide number of MPX cases has risen to 21099 as of July 29 according to data by Global Health, while mortality is not a concern yet (Figure 6). A total of 19429 cases of MPX have been found from 43 countries and areas throughout the European region through The European Surveillance System (TESSy), up to 16 August 2022[^13]. The majority of cases were between 31 and 40 years-old (40%) and male (98.9%). Among cases with known HIV status, 38% (2749/7322) were HIV-positive. The majority of cases had rash (77.1%) and systemic symptoms such as fever, fatigue, muscle pain, chills, or headache (65%). 505 cases were hospitalized (5.8%), of which 179 cases demanded clinical care. Three cases were admitted to intensive care units, of which, one was unrelated to MPX infection, the other two died of MPX later[^13]. On August 4, 2022, a total of 26800 cases of MPX had been documented globally, at least 7100 cases MPX were identified in the USA, the largest number of confirmed cases in the world. Therefore, the USA alarmed the MPX outbreak as the US public health emergency. By August 22, there had been 15432 cases in the US, the highest number in the world.

However, MPX has a much less serious threat of a massive global pandemic than coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Unlike COVID-19, MPX does not transmit human to human very easily through the air like COVID-19, and is not contagious until the MPX case becomes symptomatic, that makes it much easier to isolate and prevent the spread of MPX cases.

**HOW TO PREVENT MPX?**

Education, MPX surveillance, diligent monitoring, vaccination, and crossborder collaborations with international sectors are practical strategy to contain MPX
outbreaks. People are educated to reduce the risk of exposure and to reduce the number of sexual partners especially new ones, to avoid close contacting travelers from epidemic areas or animals that may carry MPX virus. Virus spreading among MSM populations can be broken through aggressive public health measures, including increased vaccination and investigative testing and extensive education campaigns aimed at high risk persons and reducing social stigma\textsuperscript{[23-25]}.  

It is critical to educate people and to identify, isolate and treat cases early and to shot vaccine for high risk persons. In case of rash and other symptoms, one should consult with a doctor and inform the travel history. To promptly recognize MPX cases and avoid further transmission, medical workers should be alert of the travel or contact history of the cases with similar symptoms\textsuperscript{[26]}.  

MPX virus is closely related to smallpox virus. Due to cross immunization, smallpox vaccination with vaccinia virus was about 85% protective against MPX\textsuperscript{[9]}. Nevertheless, the vaccine called vaccinia contains a natural pox virus cultured in labs. Vaccinia replicates inside the recipient and sometimes induced severe side effects, even one death in 1 million vaccinated people\textsuperscript{[3]}.  

As to date no specific treatment for MPX is available. Since most cases of MPX are mild and self-limited disease, and can be treated with supportive care\textsuperscript{[9]}. The vaccination was key to the success of the smallpox eradication campaign. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends giving the smallpox vaccine within 4 do \textit{of exposure which may avoid the MPX disease, and within 2 wk to minimize symptoms}\textsuperscript{[9]}. Currently available vaccines for preexposure prophylaxis against orthopoxvirus infection among persons at risk include ACAM2000\textsuperscript{®} (live, replication competent vaccinia virus), JYNNEOS (live, replication incompetent vaccinia virus) in US and EU, IMVAMUNE in Canada, IMVANEX in Europe, CJ-50300 in Korea, and LC16M8 in Japan. The two-dose MVA-BN JYNNEOS marked in USA is same product of IMVANEX in Europe and IMVAMUNE in Canada that all manufactured by Bavarian Nordic\textsuperscript{[9]}.  

Bavarian Nordic JYNNEOS smallpox (Monkeypox) vaccine is established on a live, attenuated vaccinia virus, modified vaccinia ankara that is cultured in chicken embryo
fibroblast cells and a serum-free medium, it cannot replicate in the human body, and can elicit a potent immune response. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) explicitly approved JYNNEOS vaccine for both smallpox and MPX in adults 18 years of age and older verified to be at high risk for infection. JYNNEOS cannot replicate in the human, it needstwo doses given 4 wk apart, it is efficient and safe in people infected with HIV or atopic dermatitis. Exactly how well MVA protects against monkeypox and for how long is unknown. Nor is it clear how much protection is lost by administering only a single dose rather than the suggested two doses, because some regions are short of vaccine supply, or how much protection a vaccine given after exposure can provide.

The ACAM2000 vaccine is licensed by the US FDA for smallpox and permitted to prevent MPX on an expanded access basis (“compassionate use” for an investigational drug use). ACAM2000, or LC16M8, is live, competent vaccinia virus, and can replicated in immunocompromised patients, thereby cause adverse side effects that stimulates developing new vaccines like JYNNEOS.

Antivirals (e.g., tecovirimat, brincidofovir, cidofovir) and vaccinia immune globulin intravenous are indicated to use in severe disease, immunocompromised patients, pediatrics, pregnant and breastfeeding women, complicated lesions, and lesions around the mouth, eyes, and genitals. Tecovirimat, in 2018 became the first ever approved by FDA to treat smallpox after it proved safe in human trials and effective in animals administered closely related viruses. FDA approved Smallpox antivirals tecovirimat to treat MPX. One patient had taken 600mg tecovirimat orally twice per day for 2 wk and was hospitalized for 10 d with no adverse effect except a shorter time of viral shedding. In 2021, FDA approved a second drug for smallpox, brincidofovir, although it showed promising results against the virus in animal studies, three patients had 200mgbrincidofovir per week orally, all of them had elevated liver enzymes leading to stop this treatment. Brincidofovir shows a better clinical effect than tecovirimat based on the limited data.
CONCLUSION

The World Health Organization called the current MPX outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 23 July, 2022. Cases of MPX continue to rise rapidly with improved surveillance, access to diagnosis, and continuing spreading of infection globally. JYNNEOS is the only FDA-approved non-replicating smallpox and monkeypox vaccine with less side effects. MPX has a much less serious threat of a massive global pandemic than covid-19. As MPX outbreaks is primarily contained in adult men, it should be manageable, and will be controlled by education, MPX surveillance, diligent monitoring, vaccination, and crossborder collaborations with international sectors.